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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By: Angela France, CSI, CDT

It has been an exciting and rewarding experience leading the Phoenix Chapter of CSI. I want to say thank you
to the Board and to all of the membership that help make the Phoenix Chapter such a success!
We certainly have accomplished a lot this year!


Host of CONSTRUCT 2012.



Update and implementation of by-law
revisions.



New website; reflecting our new logo
and tagline.



A rewarding golf outing.



Some outstanding presentations at our
monthly meetings.

I look forward to CONSTRUCT 2013 and
celebrating all the talent and achievements of
those who contribute to the mission of CSI.
I would like to welcome the 2013-2014 board
and our new President, Brian McClure.
Thank you for the opportunity to serve as
Phoenix Chapter President 2012-2013!!!
All the best,

Angie France

CONGRATULATIONS ON THE CDT EXAM
Congratulations to the following employees of Maricopa County who have passed the CDT Exam.
Arno Leskinen, CSI, CDT

Steve Granillo, CSI, CDT

Neil Urban, CSI, CDT

Lisa Spresney , CSI, CDT – Chapter member

Leah Hanwell, CSI, CDT

John Brodie, CSI, CDT

Monica Perrin, CSI, CDT – Chapter member

Ed Wimmer, CSI, CDT

Tom Goss, CSI, CDT

Todd Lang, CSI, CDT – Chapter member

CSI CHAPTER GOLF TOURNAMENT
19th Annual Phoenix CSI Chapter Golf Tournament Raises $6550 for the Chapter
The Chapter Golf Tournament was held Friday April 26th at Vistal
Golf Club in Phoenix. 60 players and 26 sponsors combined to
help raise $6550 after expenses for the Phoenix Chapter of CSI.
The Phoenix Chapter donates a percentage of its proceeds from
this yearly event to help support the Kenn Lockhardt Scholarship
Foundation.
The 1st Place Team in the tournament with a score of 57 was from
Sprayfoam Southwest, Inc. The team consisted of Brian Stone, RJ
Radobenko, Brad Olson and Mike Laufer.
A Big THANKS goes out to the Sponsors listed below who
supported the Phoenix Chapter’s efforts:
From left to right in the photo Brian Stone,
RJ Radobenko, Brad Olson (missing Mike Laufer)

PLATINUM Sponsorship $600 Level
Arcadia
Progressive Roofing
Assa Abloy
Roll Fab Metal Products
BASF SPF Roof & Wall Systems
Soprema
DAS Products, Inc.
Sprayfoam Southwest, Inc.
Fibertite
United Coatings
GOLD Sponsorship $300 Level
Arizona Masonary Guild
Ingersol Rand
Centiva
La Polla Industries
Technical Resource Consultants
CETCO
Ingersol Rand
Dunn Edwards Corp
Firestone Building Products

NEOGARD

SILVER Sponsorship $150 Level
PHP PIPE SUPPORTS

BRONZE Sponsorship $100 Level
Emerson Tile
Professional Roof Management
The Reference Library
Sherwin Williams Company
BAYER Material Science
GREN A/E

Support your chapter and publicize your business by advertising
in the Chapter newsletter or on the Chapter web site.
Contact Pamela Bir at Pamela@YourComputerLady.com
for more information

CSI CHAPTER GOLF TOURNAMENT

April 26, 2013

CSI CHAPTER GOLF TOURNAMENT

60 players and
26 sponsors
combined to
help raise $6550

NFPA 285: FLAME PROPAGATION IN EXTERIOR WALLS
2012 International Building Code

By: Ronald L. Geren, AIA, CSI, CCS, CCCA, SCIP

Late morning on a winter day, a contracting crew was up on
a roof of a building performing welding and cutting on steel
for a catwalk that was being fabricated for a window washing
system. The hot work, unfortunately, ignited adjacent
polyurethane-coated foam plastic trim and the fire spread
laterally and vertically down the exterior face of the building.
The result of the January 25, 2008, fire at the Monte Carlo
Resort and Casino in Las Vegas, Nevada, was a $100
million price tag for damage and lost business. Fortunately
there were no deaths, but 17 people were sent to hospitals
for injuries.
The Monte Carlo fire illustrates the problem with applying
combustible foam plastics on and in exterior wall
assemblies. Large continuous planes of combustible
material allow a fire to spread quickly horizontally and
vertically to other areas of a building. Due to this fire
propagation potential, the International Building Code (IBC)
requires wall assemblies that incorporate combustible
plastics and, most recently, combustible water-resistive
barriers be tested in accordance with the National Fire
Protection Association’s (NFPA) standard 285, Standard
Method of Test for the Evaluation of Flammability
Characteristics of Exterior Nonload-bearing Wall
Assemblies Containing Combustible Components.
NFPA 285 and the IBC
Even though the standard’s scope applies to nonloadbearing walls as its title indicates, the IBC’s requirements for
testing does not differentiate between load-bearing and
onload-bearing walls—all wall assemblies with combustible materials (with some exceptions) are required to be
tested. The 2012 IBC includes six provisions where NFPA 2851 testing is specifically required:







Section 1403.5: For combustible water-resistive barriers in buildings over 40 feet in height of Type I, II, III,
or IV construction. This is a new requirement in the 2012 IBC.
Section 1407.10.4: For metal composite materials (MCM) used on buildings of Type I, II, III, and IV
construction. Section 1407.11 of the IBC provides alternate conditions that do not require compliance with
NFPA 285, such as using MCM not higher than 40 feet and having a fire separation distance of more than 5
feet. If the fire separation distance2 is 5 feet or less, then only 10% of the wall area can include MCM.
Section 1409.10.4: For high-pressure decorative exterior-grade compact laminates (HPL) exterior wall
coverings used on buildings of Type I, II, III, and IV construction. Section 1409.11 of the IBC provides
alternate conditions that do not require compliance with NFPA 285, such as using HPL not higher than 40
feet and having a fire separation distance of more than 5 feet. If the fire separation distance is 5 feet or less,
then only 10% of the wall area can include HPL. These are new requirements in the 2012 IBC.
Section 1509.6.2: Combustible mechanical equipment screens used on buildings of Type I, II, III, and IV
buildings.

1.

Although the latest edition of NFPA 285 is the 2012, the 2006 edition is the one referenced in the 2012 IBC. However, the first and second printings of
the 2012 IBC indicate a “NFPA 285-11” edition, but an errata dated 02-27-13 was issue correcting the edition to the 2006.
2.

Fire separation distance is the distance measured between the face of the building and the closest interior lot line, the centerline of a street, alley, or
public way, or to an imaginary line between two buildings on the same property. The distance is measure at right angles to the face of the wall.




Section 2603.5.5: Exterior walls of buildings of Type I, II, III, and IV construction of any height incorporating
foam plastic insulation, except for one-story sprinklered buildings.
Section 2612.5: For fiberglass-reinforced polymer (FRP) exterior wall coverings. This section references
Section 2603.5, which means NFPA 285 is required for Type I, II, III, and IV buildings that are more that are
two stories and higher. However, this section does offer two exceptions that would not require NFPA 285
testing.

Noticeably missing in the list of requirements above are exterior insulation and finish systems (EIFS). That is
because EIFS were not directly addressed in the IBC until the 2009 edition. Prior to the 2009 IBC, EIFS were
regulated by the foam plastic insulation requirements of Chapter 26. The IBC has always referenced NFPA 285
for foam plastic insulation; however, Uniform Building Code (UBC) Standard 26-4, Method of Test for the
Evaluation of Flammability Characteristics of Exterior, Nonload-Bearing Wall Panel Assemblies Using Foam
Plastic Insulation, was permitted by the 2000 IBC and the UBC (it was UBC Standard 17-6 prior to the 1994
edition). The 1997 UBC introduced UBC Standard 26-9, Method of Test for the Evaluation of Flammability
Characteristics of Exterior, Nonload-bearing Wall Assemblies Containing Combustible Components Using the
Intermediate-scale, Multistory Test Apparatus, which eventually became NFPA 285. The significant difference
between UBC Standards 26-4 and 26-9 was that 26-4 was based on a full-scale mockup of the wall assembly,
whereas 26-9 (and subsequently NFPA 285) is based on a smaller, intermediate-scale mockup.
In the 2009 IBC, EIFS were directly incorporated into the code in Section 1408, which requires compliance with
ASTM E 2586, Standard Specification for PB Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems. Since ASTM E 2586
requires EIFS to pass NFPA 285, Section 1408 essentially supplants the foam insulation requirements of
Chapter 26 for EIFS.
Impact of NFPA 285 on Building Design
Since some form of fire propagation requirements have been in the code for over thirty years, why is it that
design professionals are just now learning about NFPA 285? The answer is rather simple: energy codes are
requiring higher performance from building envelopes, and the best method to improve thermal performance is
providing continuous insulation. Continuous insulation interrupts the thermal bridging created by common
exterior wall construction. When EIFS were introduced in the 1970s, they were the only foam plastic insulations
used in this manner. When the codes caught up with the new technology in the 1980s and developed testing
standards, EFIS manufacturers immediately sought testing for their systems. However, with few manufacturers
and a limited number of common substrates, it was easier to test most, if not all, of the typical EIFS assemblies.
With the constant introduction of new
exterior wall coverings, the
implementation of the ‘rain screen
principle,’ and the increasing
requirements for improved thermal
performance, the building exterior
envelope suddenly became a very
complex assembly with thousands of
possible combinations. It is important to
stress that the NFPA 285 test is an
assembly test and not a material
component test. If an assembly can be
found that has passed the NFPA 285
test, then the assembly must be
designed and built exactly as it was
tested. Therefore, the designer must
use all of the proprietary products that
are indicated in the tested assembly—
any change in the assembly, regardless
of how minor, will require a retest.

With this wide variety of potential exterior wall assemblies to choose from, the design professional must now
consider one of the following options to remain compliant with the building code:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Design a building using Type V construction;
Design a sprinklered building with only one story above grade plane;
Design an exterior wall assembly that has no combustible materials;
Design a building using MCM and HPL that is more than 5 feet from the lot line and is less than 40 feet in
height and includes no foam insulation;
5. Select a tested wall assembly from the few assemblies that are available; or,
6. Design a wall assembly and have it tested.
Some of the options mentioned above may not be immediately available to the design professional due to
building program (i.e. size and types of spaces required), available site area, or project budget. For example,
designing a 100,000 sq. ft. office building on a tight urban site will likely eliminate the first two options. The third
option, although achievable, will require some additional research time on part of the design team; however, to
obtain equal energy performance, using noncombustible materials (e.g. mineral wool insulation) will require
thicker wall assemblies that may pose some design challenges. The fourth option is probable, but the use of
foam plastic insulation or combustible water-resistive barriers (both are common with these exterior wall
coverings) may require testing anyway. Resorting to the fifth option will limit the number of material and
assembly options on a designer’s palette. Lastly, the project budget may eliminate the sixth option, since project
-specific testing can be very expensive.
The NFPA 285 Test
As mentioned earlier, the NFPA 285 test is conducted on an intermediatescale mockup. A mockup is an exact fabrication of a proposed assembly.
For the NFPA 285 test, the mockup is attached to a test apparatus that
consists of a three-walled, two-story structure with an overall height of
15’-8”. Each story contains a test room, each having dimensions of 10
feet wide by 10 feet deep by 7 feet high. The apparatus is constructed
of steel, concrete, and concrete masonry units. The interior wall and
ceiling surfaces of the first story are covered with a layer of Type X
gypsum board over ceramic fiber insulation. The floor of the first story is
covered by two layers of gypsum board.

A mockup is an exact
fabrication of a
proposed assembly.

The mockup test specimen is constructed on the open face of the test apparatus or on a portable frame that is
moved into place and attached to the test apparatus. The size of the mockup is 17’-6” high by 13’‑4” wide and
must include a window opening approximately 30 inches high by 78 inches wide that is centered horizontally in
relation to the first story test room’s side walls. The sill height of the window opening must be 30 inches.
Thermocouples, which are used to measure temperature, are attached to the exterior face of the mockup, the
interior of the mockup assembly, and the interior face of the mockup at the locations indicated in the test
standard. Thermocouples are also attached to the ceiling of the first-story test room.
The test procedure includes two burners: a fixed gas burner in the center of the first-story test room and a
portable gas burner that is placed in the window opening. The room burner is ignited and must achieve a
first-story room temperature of 1151 deg. F within the first 5 minutes. At that time, the window burner is ignited
and both continue to burn for another 25 minutes for a total 30-minute test period and achieving an average
first-story room temperature of 1648 deg. F.
After the test, the mockup is dismantled and visually observed. The assembly fails if flame propagation exceeds
the limits indicated in the standard. Flame propagation is determined in three locations of the mockup: the
exterior face of the assembly, core components of the assembly, and the areas beyond the first-story test room.


Exterior face of assembly: Flame propagation is determined 1) if the flames reach a height of 10 feet or
greater above the window opening, 2) if the flames extend laterally a distance of 5 feet or greater from the
centerline of the window opening, or 3) if any of the thermocouples at the roof line record a temperature of
1000 deg. F.





Core components of assembly: Assemblies with wall coverings greater than ¼” thick, or ¼” thick or
less with no air cavity, cannot have combustible components that exceed 750 deg. F at thermocouples
near the assembly perimeter at the second-story test room. Assemblies with wall coverings ¼” thick or
less and having an air space cannot have temperatures in the air cavity exceeding 1000 deg. F or in the
insulation exceeding 750 deg. F at thermocouples near the assembly perimeter at the second-story test
room.
Areas beyond the first-story test room: Flame propagation is determined if flames on the exterior
surface extend beyond the side walls of the apparatus or flames occur beyond the intersection of the wall
assembly and the side walls of the apparatus. Assemblies with wall coverings greater than ¼” thick, or
¼” thick or less with no air cavity, cannot have combustible components that exceed 750 deg. F at
thermocouples in line with side walls. Assemblies with wall coverings ¼” thick or less and having an air
space cannot have temperatures in the air cavity exceeding 1000 deg. F or in the insulation exceeding
750 deg. F at thermocouples in line with side walls.

There are two other conditions that will also warrant a failing report for a NFPA
285 test. The first condition is when any thermocouple that is located within
1 inch of the interior wall surface at the second-story test room exceeds
500 deg. F. The second condition is when flames occur in the secondstory test room.

The publication
of the 2015 IBC
is still a couple of
years away.

The Future of NFPA 285 in the IBC
The 2015 IBC will likely include a reference to the 2012 edition of
NFPA 285. There are some changes in the 2012 edition, which include
expanded conditions of acceptance that may impact some assemblies previously
tested under the 2006 edition.

For water-resistive barriers, the 2015 IBC will include some changes that will help relax the requirement for
NFPA 285 testing for combustible barriers. Based on a public comment during the IBC final action hearings in
2012, Section 1403.5 will add the following three exceptions:






Exception 1: “Walls in which the water-resistive barrier is the only combustible component and the
exterior wall has a wall covering of brick, concrete, stone, terra cotta, stucco, or steel with thicknesses in
accordance with Table 1405.2.”
Exception 2: “Walls in which the water-resistive barrier is the only combustible component and the
water-resistive barrier has a Peak Heat Release Rate of less than 150 kW/m2, a Total Heat Release of
less than 20 MJ/m2 and an Effective Heat of Combustion of less than 18 MJ/kg as determined in
accordance with ASTM E 1354 and has a flame spread index of 25 or less and a smoke-developed
index of 450 or less as determined in accordance with ASTM E 84 or UL 723. The ASTM E 1354 test
shall be conducted on specimens at the thickness intended for use, in the horizontal orientation and at
an incident radiant heat flux of 50 kW/m2.”
Exception 3: “Windows and doors and flashing for windows and doors shall not be considered to be
part of a water resistive barrier for purposes of this section.”

Unfortunately, the publication of the 2015 IBC is still a couple of years away with many jurisdictions likely not
adopting it until a few years after that. However, using Section 104.11 for alternative materials, designs, and
methods, a design professional could request a code modification allowing the use of the approved exceptions
prior to the publication and adoption of the 2015 IBC.
Unlike assemblies tested by Underwriters Laboratories, which are included in its online certifications directory,
the reports for successful NFPA 285-tested assemblies are retained solely by the manufacturer. Therefore, the
design professional must seek out tested assemblies through manufacturers without the convenience of a
directory of approved assemblies. Hopefully, some form of directory for NFPA 285-tested assemblies will be
compiled by a professional, manufacturer, or trade association. With a consolidated directory of NFPA
285-tested assemblies, design professionals could easily select code-compliant exterior wall assemblies,
thereby avoid disasters such as the Monte Carlo fire, which, as it turns out, was not constructed of foam plastic
materials tested per UBC Standard 26-4, the applicable standard at the time of its construction.
About the Author: Ronald L. Geren, AIA, CSI, CCS, CCCA, SCIP, is an ICC Certified Building Plans Examiner, and is the principal of RLGA Technical
Services located in Scottsdale, Arizona, which provides specifications and code consulting services to architects, engineers, owners, and product
manufacturers. A 1984 graduate of the University of Arizona, Ron has nearly 30 years of experience with military, public, and private agencies. You
can contact Ron Geren at ron@specsandcodes.com.

PUBLICATION DEADLINE
NOTE: There will not be a newsletter or meeting in July or August.
Publication deadline for the September 2013 issue of the Phoenix Chapter Newsletter is August 16, 2013.
Articles and items of interest should be submitted to Laurie Pretzman at
Laurie@YourComputerLady.com
We welcome member articles, ideas and suggestions. Original articles are great!
But if you are not a writer, we will reprint articles from your company, your industry organizations
or your trade magazines. It’s a win/win for everyone. Educate your prospects and clients!

AIA ARIZONA JUNE CALENDAR
June 5th—Member Communications Meeting
June 6th—Phoenix Metro Affiliates Meeting & Chapter Meeting
June 7th—+2030 Professional Series
June 10th—AIA SAC Chapter Meeting/Lecture (tentative)
June 11th—Rio Salado Architecture Foundation Meeting
June 13th—Phoenix Metro Board of Directors
June 14th—Scottsdale Section
June 18th—AIA SAC—Board of Directors Meeting
June 20th—VDC Committee, AIA Phoenix Metro
June 26th—Advocacy Committee

www.AIA-Arizona.org

TECHNICAL ARTICLE
Roofs, Walls, and Fenestration:
Joint-Related Water, Air, Vapor, and Condensate Leakage
of the Exterior Building Envelope; Part III

By: Canan D’Avela RA, Western Block LLC; Member CSI Phoenix Chapter Technical Committee

There are previous and related articles of this topic, Parts I and II, released in both the June and December
2012 Newsletter of CSI Phoenix Chapter. They acknowledge that left uncontrolled many building materials may
“move” enough to question acceptable practices of movement joint design and placement. Let us continue in
the search to confirm in-place movement as well as means to control it – else experience water, air, vapor, and
condensate leakage of the exterior building envelope.
First, a preliminary observation of air temperature variations when compared to temperature variations observed
on the exterior building envelope materials on a small test building. In this first snap-shot comparison, no
interior air conditioning was used so as to observe only the interaction and differences between the test building
and its characteristics, the sun, and the weather:
Dawn
Air temp at site: 61.7°F (windy)
N Wall: 61.7°F
E Wall: 61.7°F
S Wall: 61.4°F
W Wall: 61.4°F
Roof: 61.7°F

Day’s High
Air temp at site: 76.1°F (windy)
N Wall: 77.1°F (shaded; = +1°F)
E Wall: 78.7°F (shaded; = +2.6°F)
S Wall: 81.0°F (projection factor approx 20%; = +4.9°F)
W Wall: 102.6°F (vehicle deflected wind; = +26.5°F)
Roof:
95.0°F (windy; = +18.9°F)

April 17, 2013. Observations were essentially at dawn with
building not yet in sunlight as well as at the approximate peak
temperature of day around 2:40pm. Location is Phoenix, AZ.
Test Building utilizes red-buff CMU masonry walls with N, S, E,
W (Cardinal Directions) Building Orientation. Buff-colored metal
roof is flat except as sloped for drainage. Temperature sensors

placed as close to the center of each wall and roof as
possible. This day is one of the most mild days of the year.
Wind 15mph, gusts 30mph, 8% humidity, a few clouds.



Phoenix Brick Yard offers two options
for thin brick which is becoming more
and more popular: Endicott Clay
Products as well as Summit Brick.

Why Thin Brick?

Multiple color and finish options are available to
perfectly fit your project. See Color Samples on our
web site.
Meets or exceeds ASTM C1088
Weight reduction in remodel or renovation projects.
Many sizes and trim options are available.
Easily adhered to interior walls in a tile-like manner.
Saves floor space by eliminating 3” depth from each
wall over standard brick.

Next, utilizing NOAA National Climatic Data from the National

Climatic Data Center, Asheville, NC we note that for the past 30 

years this location has an average annual high of 106.1°F and
an average annual low of 44.8°F = 61.3°F average annual air
temperature difference. However we know buildings have a
Visit our web site to see color samples and a slide show of
long memory and are subject to all extremes rather than
the precast panel process! Or call Chris King with your thin
brick questions at (602) 568-1311.
convenient statistical averages. More specifically this location
has experienced highs of 122°F and lows of 17°F = 105°F air
temperature difference.

Register NOW

for the June meeting online!
Click the link below

http://tinyurl.com/CSIJuneMeeting

1814 S 7th Ave Phoenix, AZ 85007 (602) 568-1311
www.PhxBrickYard.com
ChrisK@PhoenixBrick.com

We are getting a glimpse of both the fluid nature as well as the departure from air temperatures the exterior
building envelope experiences by reviewing all this preliminary information. Even the preliminary observations
of the test building walls (above) during one of the year’s most mild days shows a deviation of 26.5°F above air
temperatures during the peak of the day. We already can see that in this location a building exterior wall can
therefore swing 105°F + 26.5°F = 131.5°F.
For the next comparison of air temperatures to exterior building envelope temperatures, see a future Part IV of
this series. And as always to become more involved with the technical details and primary research regarding
this and other topics, contact TJ Valdez, TJV@twenty1tec.com , Chair of the Construction Specifications Institute Phoenix Chapter Technical Committee.

GO DADDY BUILDING NEW OFFICE AT
ASU RESEARCH PARK, TO HIRE 300
This article was shared by Arizona Builder’s Exchange
Scottsdale-based Web giant Go Daddy is opening a new
technology and customer service center in Tempe at the
Arizona State University Research Park. The move consolidates its 1K staff from a smaller building southwest of the
research park and adds 300 to 500 new employees—
depending on the report.
Construction of the $27M, 150K SF, two-story building is led
by GC Ryan Companies. PHArchitecture, Scottsdale, is
handling the design. Cassidy Turley represented ASU’s Research Park and CBRE handled the deal for
Go Daddy.
Click on the link to read the full article: http://tinyurl.com/GoDaddyNewBuilding

AZBEX is proud to partner with CSI in providing the information above.




For more on any of the following topics, contact us today!

Projects in the Planning/Development, Bidding, and Awarded States
Legislation Affecting the Local A/E/C Industry
Permits, Zoning Issues, and Local Industry Events

AZBEX.com

(480) 709-4190

publisher@azbex.com

Contributed by:
Tammy Stevens | Architectural Specialist, Editorial (AZ,NM) CSI, AIA AF | Phone: 602-896-0867 Fax 602-862-9940 cell: 480-747-2769

SHELDON WOLFE
24/7; Déjà vu all over again!
"Existing communication methods have done a good job of addressing most of
the information exchange involved in construction. E-mail and electronic file
transfer are commonly used between owner and architect, and between
architect and consultants. One conspicuous oversight has been the contact
between the design professional’s office and the contractor in the field.
"Several computer programs are now available to dramatically improve the
exchange of information between office and field. This type of program is so
powerful and compelling that it may well be considered the "killer app" for
construction administration, just as CAD became a killer app for producing
working drawings."
The above quotation is from introductory paragraphs to "Killer Apps!", an
article that appeared in the February 1999 issue of the Construction Specifier,
and in the December 1999 issue of Doors and Hardware Magazine.
If you read the article, you will see that much of what was needed to greatly
improve communication between the office and the field was in place at that
time: file sharing, collaborative markup of documents, remote viewing of the
project site, and audio communication. So what went wrong? Why no killer app?
Looking back, it's clear that many obstacles prevented realization of the potential of the new technology. We're
so accustomed to relatively high bandwidth now that what we had fifteen years ago seems primitive. In 1999,
56K modems were still quite common, and 1.5M download wasn't readily available for a few more years. While
today's Internet access is generally good, back then it tended to be a bit spotty. Two years after" Killer Apps!"
was published, the Minneapolis-St. Paul Chapter attempted an online chapter meeting, with Rob Dean (BSD),
Ted Smith (ARCOM), Colin Gilboy (4specs.com), and Bob Johnson (then at RTKL), as presenters. The results,
chronicled in "Murphy's Law strikes a Webconference!", demonstrated just about every problem there was with
communication by Internet.
Computers were a lot slower then, too. Intel Pentium microprocessors were beginning to approach megahertz
speed, a far cry from the multi-gigahertz chips we have today. Cost was another issue, and lack of imagination
may have played a part.
The software discussed in "Killer App!" provided all the necessary features, but it was klutzy, and it took time to
set up. And, although it was possible to set up a webcam to make remote viewing possible, it was inconvenient.
The scenario described in the article, which had someone in the field trying to explain a problem to an architect
back at the office could have happened, yet little has been done until recently.
Smart phones and tablets now make
possible the personal, very portable
computer that existed only in science
fiction novels just a few years ago. No
more brick-sized phones or suitcase sized
computers! We're finally beginning to see
computers on the construction site, but
not as much as I would expect, and many
of the possibilities remain unexplored.
The obvious use of a smart phone is to
take a picture of a problem and send it
back to the office. That allows the
person in the office to see in real time
what's going on, to ask for different views,
and to talk about the problem. E-mail and
messaging supplement the process, and
some file sharing is possible.

The tablet, with its larger screen,
makes it much easier to view
documents, and to see larger
images. On the other hand, it's
awkward to use as a camera, and
it won't fit in a jacket pocket. A
useful accessory would be a small,
wireless camera that could be
used more effectively, and also
could be inserted into spaces too
small for the tablet.
Both smart phones and tablets
have one glaring problem - the
glare and reflection that makes it
difficult to see the screens in daylight. Looking ahead, something
like the Google Glass will make
communicating from the field even
more convenient and efficient. Wearing such a device, the operator will have both hands free, allowing it to be
used while climbing a ladder or crawling through openings, or even while driving. The integral GPS in all of
these devices will show exactly where a picture is taken, or where to find anything that's in the model.
Communication isn't always from field to office, though. The person in the field can send photos or videos back
to the office, and get drawings or other documents back. At some point, we'll have either a small projector or a
tablet with an integral projector, which could be used to project images onto a wall or floor, making it easier to
lay out work and locate various items.
Crane operators will have tablets mounted in their cabs to receive information from the business end of the
crane, and installers will use them to get project-specific information from the manufacturers. And anyone can
be called into a conference at any time, with all parties seeing what's going on, and having access to all related
documents.
Another thing that we'll see is independent of the device: linked documents. For example, clicking on a detail
flag on a drawing will take you to that detail. Or clicking a revision note will take you to a document that explains
the revision. Or clicking a material designator will call up the related specification section. That can be done
now, but it will become automatic.
You don't have to wait to start making better use of your smart phones and tablets. A number of companies offer
apps that can make your life in the field easier. Here are a few to get you started:
Vela Systems and PlanGrid provide file sharing and markup capability. LinkedPlans offers to link your
documents. Read about jobsite implementation of tablets in
"Huge construction firm uses iPads and AppleTV to save millions."
We have the tools, now; let's use them!
If you have comments, please visit my blogs and leave them there! © 2013, Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CSC
Follow me at http://swconstructivethoughts.blogspot.com/, http://swspecificthoughts.blogspot.com/,
http://twitter.com/swolfearch

Your ad could be here.
Contact Pamela Bir at
Pamela@YourComputerLady.com

Architectural
“Boot Camp”
A hands-on learning approach to the wall and ceiling construction industry

DRYWALL

3 AIA CES / HSW

One-hour classroom instruction
Types of drywall assemblies
Component identification and common terms
Fire ratings
Building science
Industry “Best Practices”
Two-Hour Hands-on Application

June 7, 2013
Check-in

Safety
Real life construction application
Interactive apprentice assistance

8:00-8:30
Class
8:30-11:30

Use of tools for installation
Wet mud application

FREE
Location
SW Regional Council of Carpenters
Training Facility
4547 W. McDowell Road
Phoenix, AZ 85035

For information and registration contact :
Technical Services Information Bureau
Albert Carrillo—albert@wwcca.org
480-829-9133

JUNE 2013

JUNE 05
American Seating, Laura Carlson, Blue Sky Contract
Furniture, 602-832-6356

JUNE 12
VT Industries, Cory Linn, 712-490-4898
1 AIA LU with HSW

1 AIA LU with HSW
“The Sustainability of Fixed Seating and How it Contributes
to LEED Certification Initiatives”
-Identify fixed seating venues
Identify and examine the sustainable elements of fixed
seating product solutions
-Identify & examine in the LEED Materials & Resources
credit category, how fixed seating products solutions can
contribute to credits
Identify & examine in the LEED Indoor Environmental
Quality credit category, how fixed seating product solutions
can contribute credits.
JUNE 19
Bradley, John Lee, PIR Sales, 480-633-3246
1 AIA LU
BIM Business Value”
-Learn how the public and private BIM mandates have
created a growing, financial acceptance of the BIM process
-Understand how various design & construction processes
are leveraging the BIM model for engineering analysis and
to simulate the construction processes.
-Learn how the BIM process is redefining the project
design & construction team
-Learn how the BIM process is reshaping the digital project
deliverables from construction documents, specifications,
as-built and commissioning documentation and the final
owner facility management files.

“Wood Door Construction”
-Review of the components of an architectural wood door
-Increase awareness of wood door construction materials
-Provide a better understanding of industry standards &
environmental aspects
-Understanding Life Safety Changes to wood door construction

JUNE 26
USP - Hardy Frames, Michael LaPorte, 602-502-5419
1 AIA LU with HSW
“Basic Connector Training 101”
-Understand testing and product design loads in accordance with
ICC-ES AC13 and ASTM D1761
-Listed product capacities is in accordance with NDS®, and applying
Durations Factors for mechanical fastening, Live Load, Roof Snow,
Construction Load and Wind/Seismic loading
-Selecting appropriate load carrying devices simplifies making such
connections
-Highlight sections of the IRC that discuss the use of connectors. IRC
contains provisions which specify connectors in certain applications.
Evaluate the applications and provide common structural connector
solutions.

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING SEMINARS:
Phoenix
o Call and remind me at
o 06/05 American Seating
06/12
VT
Industries
o Call and remind me at
o
o Call and remind me at
o 06/19 Bradley-BIM
o 06/26 USP
o Call and remind me at
NAME(S)
(limit 3 from one company)

COMPANY

PHONE

RSVP TO THE REFERENCE LIBRARY – Fax 602-297-6613 Phone 602-258-7499
Email jill@thereferencelibrary.com or louise@thereferencelibrary.com

1
©1988 The Reference Library, LLC. All rights reserved.

JUNE 2013

JUNE 06
Woodwork Institute, Dick McClure, 916-214-9330

JUNE 27
Tectum, Steve Penzes, Tony Evans, Lanton Associates, 480303-91882

1 AIA LU
“Specifying Architectural Woodwork”

1 AIA LU with HSW

-Be able to prepare a clear, concise, correct and complete
specification section using the WI Guide Specifications or a
Commercial Specifying program.
-Specify Product by Three Methods: descriptive, referenced,
proprietary
-Identify the surface types: exposed exterior, exposed interior,
semi-exposed or concealed

“Cementitious Wood Fiber Acoustical & Structural Products”
-Identifying and defining the different properties of sound
-Identifying and defining good acoustical design
-Identifying correct reverberation times for specific room spaces
and types
-LEED overview for cementitious fiber
-Structural acoustical products

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING SEMINARS:
o
o

06/06 Woodwork Institute
06/27 Tectum

o
o

Tempe

Call and remind me at
Call and remind me at

NAME(S)
(limit 3 from one company)

COMPANY

PHONE

RSVP TO THE REFERENCE LIBRARY – Fax 602-297-6613 Phone 602-258-7499
Email jill@thereferencelibrary.com or louise@thereferencelibrary.com

2
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JUNE 2013

JUNE 13
FACINGS OF AMERICA, Kim Grenco, 602-571-7991
CEU Provided by NTCA/James Woefel
1 AIA LU with HSW
“Specification & Installation of Large Format Tile”
Upon completion of this course, the participant will be able to
understand the importance of surface preparation, substrate
deflection, installation procedures and grouting issues of large
format tile and stone.

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING SEMINARS:
o
o

06/13 Facings of America

o
o

Scottsdale

Call and remind me at
Call and remind me at

NAME(S)
(limit 3 from one company)

COMPANY

PHONE

RSVP TO THE REFERENCE LIBRARY – Fax 602-297-6613 Phone 602-258-7499
Email jill@thereferencelibrary.com or louise@thereferencelibrary.com

3
©1988 The Reference Library, LLC. All rights reserved.

OFFICERS 2012-2013
President
Angie France
Sherwin Williams
623-606-1130
Angie.France@Sherwin.com

Treasurer
Teri Hand
Tnemec/Southwest Coating Consultants
602-418-1268
THand@Tnemec.com

President Elect
Brian McClure
Stantec
602-320-5323
Brian.McClure@Stantec.com

Director 2012-2014
Jim Daniels
Atas International, Inc.
480-558-7210
JDaniels@Atas.com

Jeff Cox
HKS, Inc.
602-462-0966
JCox@HKSInc.com

1st Vice President
T.J. Valdez
The Twenty-One Tech Co.
480-226-5809
TJV@Twenty1Tec.com

Director 2011-2013
John Campbell
Architect
480-399-1805
JohnRCampbell@cox.net

Bobbi Jo Huskey
Soprema, Inc.
480-421-8186
BHuskey@Soprema.us

2nd Vice President
Eduardo Galindo
CDM
602-281-7900
GalindoE@CDM.com

Past President
Steve Smith
StephenWSmith55@msn.com

Secretary
Mark Yarish
The Orcutt Winslow Partnership
602-257-1764
Yarish.M@OWP.com

COMMITTEE CHAIRS 2012-2013
Education and Certification
Jill Anderson
The Reference Library
602-258-7499
Jill@TheReferenceLibrary.com

Awards
Jim Bandle
InPro Corporation
623-551-6067
JBandle@InProCorp.com

Technical
T.J.Valdez
The Twenty-One Tech Co.
480-226-5809
TJV@Twenty1Tec.com

Media Communications
Carlos Murrieta
Merge Architectural Group
480-544-8000
Cam@MergeAG.com

Membership
Bobbi Jo Huskey
Soprema,Inc.
480-421-8186
BHuskey@Soprema.us

Fundraising & Golf Tournament
David Spice, CSI, LEED AP
DAS Products
480-894-9858
DSpice@DASProducts.com

Imagination Cube
Ken Martinek
Arcadia, Inc.
602-437-2514
KMartinek@ArcadiaInc.com
Academic Programs
OPEN

Programs
Angie France
Sherwin Williams
623-606-1130
Angie.France@Sherwin.com
Calling
Louise Rehse
The Reference Library
602-258-7499
Louise@TheReferenceLibrary.com

